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Figure 1: Reduced proper motion diagrams in various bands. The known brown dwarf population of L
dwarfs (red circles), T dwarfs (blue circles) and low mass stars from the Lepine Shara proper motion survey
(black dots) are plotted along with our full candidate list from the Backyard Worlds program (green five
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Figure 1: Reduced proper motion diagrams in various bands. The known brown dwarf population of L
dwarfs (red circles), T dwarfs (blue circles) and low mass stars from the Lepine Shara proper motion survey
(black dots) are plotted along with our full candidate list from the Backyard Worlds program (green five
point stars) as well as our prioritized list of 20 objects for this proposal.
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20	Extreme	BYW	Candidates	
Backyard	Worlds:	Planet	9	could	double	the	number	
of	known	>	L5	dwarfs!	
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BACKYARD	WORLDS:	PLANET	9	
	
220	Brown	Dwarf	Candidates		
One	confirmed	T5.5	
	
•  27	Y	dwarf	candidates	
•  20	other	BDs	with	extreme	near-IR	colors	
•  5	candidate	comoving	pairs	
•  20+	moving	group	candidates	(based	on	BANYAN	Σ)	
	
Proposals	in	to	IRTF,	Magellan,	Gemini	for	follow-up	
	
2	more	epochs	of	NEOWISE	data	to	upload.	
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